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ABSTRACT
This paper presents three case studies describing the use of altmetrics across three research-intensive higher education institutions in the UK and USA. We conduct interviews to learn more about how altmetrics are applied by various teams in a university, with a particular focus on the use of tools built by Altmetric, including the Altmetric for Institutions platform. We interviewed a Research Support Services Librarian, Head of Research Information and a Principal Investigator. This is an exploratory study that seeks to find out more about the general awareness, application and potential for using altmetrics across a range of university departments. We identify exemplar use cases for wider adoption in institutions and uncover future potential use cases. The findings of this study are that although use of altmetrics is at a relatively early stage when compared to traditional bibliometrics, a number of professional groups are using the tools and underlying qualitative data to enhance existing processes. This includes monitoring attention to research papers in previously difficult to track sources, reporting to funders, inclusion in grant applications and offering alongside existing bibliometrics services. Potential limitations of the study are the focus on a single sample size in three large institutions and the use of a single tool. Interviewing a range of researchers across a number of institutions in order to highlight further altmetric use cases would develop the research further. The following case studies, however, offer a detailed insight into the current applications of altmetrics and Altmetric for Institutions.

INTRODUCTION
Digital scholarship and the relocation of research dissemination from paper to the web has led to a growing body of conversation about research taking place online in a range of non-traditional sources. The momentum of the alternative metrics or ‘altmetrics’ movement – tracking attention to research papers across sources such as policy documents, news sources, blogs and social media – signals a demand to demonstrate the potential impact of a research paper much more quickly than is possible with traditional citations. Limitations of bibliometrics such as the Journal Impact Factor have also contributed to the need for researchers and higher education institutions to understand online attention to research. As a result, techniques for measuring attention to scholarly papers online are developing fast, with the introduction of altmetrics tools such as Altmetric for Institutions (Altmetric for Institutions), Impact Story (impactstory.org) and Plum X (plu.mx), providing software to enable users to extract data and evidence of online attention to research. Studies have demonstrated the way in which bibliometrics analysis, particularly the Journal Impact Factor, is limited (Kurmis 2003; Ogden and Bartley 2008) and there have been calls to improve the evaluation process, notably in the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) (ASCB, 2012). In addition, altmetrics open up the possibilities of tracking attention to other research outputs such as data sets – providing researchers with an indicator of engagement with research outputs beyond the journal article.

Research funders are increasingly calling on institutions to engage with the public about their research and subsequently demonstrate societal impact outside academia (Wellcome Trust 2014; National Science Foundation 2014; Research Councils UK 2014). Institutions must as a result design effective ways to illustrate and gather evidence about research engagement. The Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) introduced an impact element to the Research Excellence Framework (REF), which was conducted across UK higher education institutions 2014. This assessment is fundamental for institutions in securing quality-related (QR) funding over a period of several years. REF 2014 incorporated this analysis of impact by requiring all institutions to provide impact statements for one
in ten outputs submitted for assessment. This element accounted for 20% of the overall assessment score. The Wellcome Trust have also discussed the potential of altmetrics to ‘understand the impact of the work they support’, complement existing processes such as peer review and traditional bibliometrics analysis and help inform funding strategy (Dinsmore, Allen, and Dolby 2014). Inclusion of metrics in future iterations of the REF is also under discussion as part of the HEFCE task force undertaking the ‘Independent review of the role of metrics in research assessment’ (HEFCE 2014).

It’s important to emphasise that altmetrics signal online activity surrounding research rather than the quality of an output. Data collected by altmetrics providers act as an indicator of attention rather than the quality of the research. We should always dig deeper to the underlying qualitative data to understand the type of attention a scholarly output has received and to gauge the significance and potential impact of such attention.

ALTMETRIC FOR INSTITUTIONS

Altmetric for Institutions launched in July 2014, enabling institutions to monitor and report on the reach and attention to research publications. The platform builds on the Altmetric Explorer and enables institutions to measure online conversations about publications by researchers affiliated with their institution. Altmetric is an aggregator of online attention to scholarly papers and each week captures hundreds of thousands of tweets, blog posts, news stories, policy documents and other content that mention scholarly articles, resulting in over 3.5 million scholarly outputs tracked across a variety of sources in the database as of March 2015. Altmetric for Institutions aims to fill that ‘evaluation gap’, (Wouters 2014) in order to demonstrate the broader societal impact of research and present this attention all in one place. It also addresses a number of institution-wide issues, including monitoring non-traditional attention to publications to inform impact analysis and investment decisions. Altmetric for Institutions also supports the gathering of evidence for data-driven assessments both internally and externally. A number of researchers have already discussed using altmetrics data in CVs to ‘tell the whole story about a paper’s influence’ (Kwok 2013).

METHODOLOGY

We conducted three interviews to uncover practical approaches to using altmetrics currently in application in three universities, with a particular focus on the use of Altmetric tools, including the Altmetric for Institutions platform. We interviewed Dr Juergen Wastl from the Research Information Team at the University of Cambridge for the research office perspective. Scott Taylor, Research Services Librarian at the University of Manchester provided the librarian’s perspective. Professor Terrie Moffitt from Duke University was interviewed to present the researcher use case. Interviews were conducted over the phone and via email.

By sharing our findings we demonstrate the use of altmetrics in practice, in order to highlight current use cases and potential new developments for both application and development of altmetric tools. The results of this paper are not intended to be exhaustive due to the nature of an explorative case study across a small sample size. This study takes into account three use cases and we focus on the use of the Altmetric for Institutions tool. Conducting case studies with institutions of varying sizes across a number of tools would develop the research further. In addition, it would be important to highlight altmetrics use cases from additional groups such as communications offices, knowledge exchange professionals and alumni teams, and researchers of different levels and disciplines from early career researcher to tenured professor.

CASE STUDY 1: THE RESEARCH OFFICE PERSPECTIVE

INSTITUTION PROFILE: UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

The University of Cambridge is one of the oldest institutions in the UK with more than 18000 students, 9000 staff, 1500 tenured academics, 3500 contracted research staff, 31 Colleges, 150 departments, faculties, schools and other institutions. The university received £332m in research grants and contracts in 2012/13 (University of Cambridge 2014) and is the highest UK recipient of European Commission research and technological development funding.

USER PROFILE: DR JUERGEN WASTL, HEAD OF RESEARCH INFORMATION, UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

Dr Juergen Wastl is Head of Research Information at the University of Cambridge. The Research Information team is
part of the Research Strategy Office, in the Academic Division within the institution. Working across all disciplines and faculties, and operating closely with researchers, departmental and research group administrators, network coordinators and research facilitators, the Research Information team is tasked with providing information and metadata relating to submissions for governmental returns. The team also provides administrative support for tools related to managing information about research funding, impact and publications. This includes Altmetric for Institutions, Research Professional – a funding opportunities database and Symplectic Elements – the research publications management system.

In addition, the team provides training and support for administrators and academics with an initial focus on enabling knowledge transfer within the institution. For example, running train the trainer sessions for department administrators who are then able to cascade further training down to researchers. The team also facilitates reporting at the institution to funders such as Research Councils UK and the Wellcome Trust on the outcomes of research funding grants. As discussed above, funders are increasingly requiring institutions to engage with the public about their research and demonstrate societal impact outside academia. This is an important element of the service provided by the Research Strategy Office.

AWARENESS OF ALTMETRICS

Researchers and staff at the University of Cambridge were introduced to altmetrics via the Altmetric donut and accompanying altmetrics details that appeared alongside each article in the research information management system, Symplectic Elements, used by Cambridge for the REF 2014. Users also came across the donut visualisations on a number of publisher sites, and were keen to learn how they might be able to use altmetric data across the institution. Dr Juergen Wastl also reported there were a number of ‘early adopter’ researchers at various levels who were familiar with altmetrics, and had discussed the potential uses at Cambridge with the Research Information team.

INSTITUTIONAL GOALS

Due to the importance of reporting outcomes to research funders, a key strategy at the University of Cambridge was to improve the way information about research impact could be collected and reported upon. Tasked with gathering and providing evidence surrounding the broader impact of the institution’s research, it was essential there was a process by which to identify and report impact activities to funders using reliable and auditable data. In the early stages, the team found that bringing together this impact evidence was a largely manual process and it was often difficult to locate, track and combine across sources and platforms. It was unclear how much valuable data was being missed, such as mentions of University of Cambridge research in policy documents. This data would then need to be reported to the appropriate funder in the required format. As a result, the team were motivated to provide researchers and administrators with appropriate tools to gather and analyse research impact data effectively. This would enable the institution to present the impact of their work clearly to funders, peers and broader society.

IMPLEMENTING ALTMETRIC FOR INSTITUTIONS

The Research Information team began by looking more closely at the Altmetric data in order to understand its coverage and establish how it could help in reaching their goals. Initially, the team worked to determine the distinction between altmetrics and traditional bibliometrics, the associated limitations and considered the additional insight altmetrics data could offer the institution in terms of identifying early attention to research papers. The University of Cambridge signed up to be a development partner on the Altmetric for Institutions product and worked closely with the team over a period of five months, giving feedback, testing data and provide directional guidance.

TRACKING THE IMPACT OF RESEARCH ON PUBLIC POLICY

The University of Cambridge was particularly supportive of the inclusion of mentions in public policy documents. This, Dr Juergen Wastl noted, was a missing link between research and practice and shows a measureable impact that they were unable to capture through any other system. This information can now be uncovered and collated in the Altmetric for Institutions platform, and is vital for better evidencing the tangible societal impact of publicly funded research.

The Research Strategy Office has identified over 400 mentions of University of Cambridge research papers in the policy documents tracked by Altmetric to date. In some instances, this research had never been cited or shared elsewhere. Other examples, such as a paper published in The Lancet in 2014 (Ng et al. 2014) received 1258 mentions from a wide range of sources including a citation in an Oxfam GB Policy and Practice document (Oxfam International
2014) and 66 news outlets, 18 blogs, over 1100 tweeters and 88 Mendeley readers at the time of writing, thus demonstrating broad attention to the paper across a range of sources. The paper has received 79 citations, according to Scopus data accessed in March 2015. Here, Altmetric data portrays an alternative view of attention to research shortly after publication.

FUTURE PLANNING: COLLABORATION AND BENCHMARKING

The University of Cambridge are keen to encourage inter-departmental working groups, and plan to use the subject filtering in the Altmetric for Institutions platform to identify where there might be opportunities for this analysis. This will help connect academics across different departments researching similar areas and enable opportunities for collaboration.

In a similar vein, the institution are also planning to conduct further network analysis and profiling; who are their departments working with globally, and who is talking about which research? This in turn will give them the opportunity to identify potential areas of development and enable them to adjust their strategy accordingly. For example, Altmetric for Institutions will help researchers to find potential collaborators by searching existing conversations about research and then forge links for research collaborations. The Research Information team intends to map these trends over time and to report on their progress in specific countries or communities.

Data held in Altmetric for Institutions will also enable the University of Cambridge to benchmark research outputs in a number of ways – for example comparing the volume and type of mentions in policy documents versus those found in traditional journal citations. The team will also be looking to see how specific disciplines and the institution as a whole compares to that of their competitors, making use of the full Altmetric database and all research outputs with online mentions to run this analysis.

CASE STUDY 2: THE LIBRARY PERSPECTIVE

INSTITUTION PROFILE: UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

The University of Manchester is the largest single site university in the UK, with over 38,000 students, 4000 academics and 1975 teaching-only staff. The University is divided into faculties, schools, institutes and hundreds of specialist research groups, all of which undertake multidisciplinary research. The university attracted £280 million in external research funding in 2013/14 (University of Manchester 2014a), from a variety of sources including UK research councils, charities, government departments, industry and commerce, and overseas.

USER PROFILE: SCOTT TAYLOR

Scott Taylor is a Librarian within the Research Services Team at the University of Manchester Library. The team provides academic support for research tools across the entire institution, and makes it their aim to recognise and implement new innovations that could most benefit research activity. The team provides a well-developed bibliometrics reporting service for researchers with dedicated staff, including reporting on publications data using a range of traditional bibliometric indicators drawn from SciVal. Library staff also provides training and communications support to researchers to advise on best practice when sharing and promoting information about research publications. The service is offered at all levels across the institution, including individual researchers, administrative teams, whole departments and senior management groups.

AWARENESS OF ALTMETRICS

The Research Services team first became aware of the altmetrics movement via professional networks and through discussion on mailing lists. Scott also attended a meeting and demonstration with the Altmetric team, which prompted him to investigate Altmetric for Institutions further, and from there became an early adopter of the tool. The team were keen to extend the existing bibliometrics service and to offer an alternative view of online conversations around research.

INSTITUTIONAL GOALS

A strategic aim of the Research Services team in the University of Manchester Library was to provide ways to identify outreach across Schools and faculty – with a particular interest in using a system that would offer insight into
qualitative altmetric data alongside the quantitative numbers and scores. This would allow them to view the underlying mentions of University of Manchester research and understand the type of attention around their outputs. It was also important that the service would enable researchers to find and provide evidence of broader engagement more efficiently, particularly when submitting content for funding bids and when showcasing their research. The University of Manchester aims to position itself as a forward-thinking institution and is often an early adopter of new tools to support research activities. Key performance indicators (University of Manchester 2014b) were developed by central institutional strategy teams as a means to benchmark research activities at the institution. A significant key performance indicator is ensuring 20% of the University of Manchester’s research outputs are in the top 10% of cited papers in their field by 2020.

Table 1 University of Manchester key performance indicators for research performance. Source: University of Manchester, 2014b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key performance indicator</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. World ranking</td>
<td>To be in the top 25 of the Shanghai Jiao Tong Academic Ranking of World Universities by 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Research grant and contract income</td>
<td>To increase total research income by 30% by 2015 and to double it by 2020, ensuring an increase in both international and business income as a percentage of total income and an increase in Manchester’s share of UK research grant and contract income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Quality</td>
<td>To improve the quality of research outputs, ensuring that 70% of staff are judged as world-leading or internationally excellent by peer review through REF or our own exercises, and to ensure that 20% of Manchester publications fall in the top 10% of cited papers in their field by 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. IP commercialisation</td>
<td>A weighted portfolio of measures monitoring invention disclosures, licences, spin-outs and other IP commercialisation activities, ensuring that the UMI group is also a value-for-money operation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 demonstrates how citation counts are integral to the University of Manchester’s measurement of research performance. This key performance indicator sits alongside additional measureable outputs including world rankings, research income and commercialisation ventures. It also reinforces the importance of REF rankings for the institution, with the goal of 70% of staff with world-leading (3*) or internationally excellent (4*) publications.

IMPLEMENTING ALTMETRIC FOR INSTITUTIONS

Altmetric for Institutions was first launched at the University of Manchester as a pilot project involving a selected group of administrators and faculty across several disciplines, giving the Research Services team the opportunity to explore the Altmetric data and the reporting functionality offered by the platform. This also helped the team to develop an understanding of potential use cases of relevance for their institution in the future. The Altmetric team hosted a workshop to train library staff and researchers on the platform and run through use cases.

GATHERING EVIDENCE AND CONTEXT

As discussed above, researchers and administrators are facing increasing demands from management and
government reviews to provide evidence of the broader impact and value of their work. Altmetric for Institutions is being used at Manchester as a place to access all of this data collated for each of their research outputs – with an at a glance summary which helps them identify notable, but perhaps little-cited, items within their own portfolios – an important step in making it easier to evidence non-traditional impact. The Research Services team is considering embedding summary departmental reports from Altmetric for Institutions alongside traditional bibliometrics reports put together for departments.

A key benefit for University of Manchester is the functionality to see all mentions for the institution, grouped by author and department, surfaced in the Altmetric for Institutions interface. It is this level of qualitative data, instead of just counts of coverage or mentions, and the capacity to search by institutional groupings, which make the information particularly valuable to them. Faculties are able to extract the material to include in impact reports or funding applications to add context and background to their submissions.

**IDENTIFYING INTERESTING CONTENT**

As well as their original institutional goals, the Research Services team found the data useful for a number of other applications – including its possible use in identifying journals that see a lot of attention, complementary to citation data when reviewing titles for collection development. Scott Taylor reported: “We can instantly see which journals in our collection have generated a lot of high-impact coverage over the last year, and identify others for faculty to review for future inclusion.” Furthermore, the team plan to use Altmetric for Institutions to identify papers to make open access in their institutional repository, Manchester eScholar Services.

**DRIVING ACADEMIC ENGAGEMENT**

The Academic Engagement Librarians team – responsible for liaison with specific Schools – intend to use the data to demonstrate to researchers the effects of their outreach activity. To this purpose, the Academic Engagement Librarians have set up automated summary alerts within the University of Manchester’s instance of Altmetric for Institutions, and will alert authors departments and department heads with information about additional coverage and online attention. The team aim to identify patterns and key sources of attention to help researchers form more effective strategies for future engagement. This will help University of Manchester academics identify key contacts to work with in future to ensure their research findings reach the relevant audiences.

**FUTURE PLANNING: TRAINING AND REPORTING**

Scott Taylor and the Research Services team now plan to roll out the Altmetric for Institutions platform more widely across all disciplines and faculty. This will be a collaborative effort in conjunction with the Altmetric team to provide training and education to their research staff to ensure a good understanding of what the Altmetric for Institutions data can demonstrate, and will continue to explore how the data can be best incorporated into their reporting structure.

**CASE STUDY 3: THE RESEARCHER PERSPECTIVE**

**INSTITUTION PROFILE: DUKE UNIVERSITY**

Duke University is based in North Carolina, USA and is home to 3398 faculty, 14,850 students and a total of 35,998 employees and incorporates Duke School of Medicine and Duke School of Nursing (Duke University 2014a). The institution received over $1 billion (£700 million) in external research grants in 2013/14 (Duke University 2014b).

**USER PROFILE: PROFESSOR TERRIE MOFFITT**

Professor Terrie Moffitt is the Knut Schmidt-Nielsen Professor at Duke University and is part of Duke Psychology and Neuroscience Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences. Specialising in the interplay between nature and nurture in the development of problematic behaviours, she manages a team of twelve researchers at Duke and is also Associate Director of the Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health and Development study in New Zealand. In addition, Professor Moffitt oversees the Environmental Risk Longitudinal Twin Study, which monitors the progress of over 1,000 British families with twins. Professor Moffitt is often required to submit impact statements to funders across a number of publications from a lab or a funded project.

**AWARENESS OF ALTMETRICS**
Professor Moffitt first discovered altmetrics when a student recommended the free Altmetric bookmarklet as a way of viewing altmetrics data for individual articles. She had also seen the Altmetric badges embedded in publisher websites. After using the bookmarklet, she contacted the Altmetric team asking how she could view the data for several papers simultaneously, in order to include in a lab progress report.

**RESEARCHER GOALS**

Interested in demonstrating the reach of her research internationally and simplifying the process of sending data to government funders on an annual basis, Professor Moffitt used the Altmetric for Institutions platform to address some of these pain points. She has included data exported from Altmetric for Institutions in a National Institute of Health budget report – communicating the attention her research projects have received. She has also used the platform to compare the attention to articles across different research disciplines. Altmetrics are also embedded on her CV.

In addition, Professor Moffitt has used altmetrics data to demonstrate where her research has captured the public imagination as well as having an impact in academic circles. A paper published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America (Meier et al. 2012) generated significant levels of engagement on Twitter, Facebook, in news outlets, Reddit, YouTube, in academic reference management systems such as Mendeley. Exposing this data surrounding public engagement with research alongside reference manager readership helps tell a broader story about potential impact.

By reading the underlying qualitative data held in the Altmetric mentions, such as mentions on social media sources, Professor Moffitt differentiates between members of the general public or the academic community when understanding the audience her work has attracted. She said, "we used to envisage the college professor colleague down the hall, but now that we can use altmetrics, we can see what kinds of readers are tweeting and blogging about our papers. We need to communicate with them in a different way." She also said that being able to identify different types of demographics within an audience can allow researchers to "show evidence that their work is being noticed beyond the ivory tower." After using Altmetric for Institutions, she was also able to see the international visibility of her research, by viewing the summary reports for articles and using the interactive Twitter demographics map, which enables users to break down Twitter data by country.

**ADVANTAGES OF ALTMETRICS**

Professor Moffitt also described how altmetrics provide a useful timesaving tool for researchers upon which there is increasing pressure to keep full administrative records of their work, and report to funders and departments on the way in which their research is being shared and disseminated, reducing time for research and writing papers. She explained how she finds altmetrics data useful to analyse alongside traditional metrics, as the impression of impact can be more immediate.

**EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS**

Discussing the use of altmetrics by early career researchers, Professor Moffitt described the way in which new researchers can use the data in order to be recognised for contributions in their field. She argued that early career researchers are often at a disadvantage in terms of representation, as their recent research has not yet accrued high citation counts. Tracking altmetrics data helps maintain enthusiasm for their study programs, and can sometimes provide an ego-boost for "rapid positive reinforcement". University promotion or tenure committees can also use altmetrics, Professor Moffitt described, particularly for early career researchers whose cases may be borderline in order to get a sense of how their research is gaining traction.

**FUTURE USE CASES**

In terms of planning future use cases for altmetrics data at her institution, Professor Moffitt described how the tools could potentially benefit many other teaching and research departments at Duke University. In order to increase awareness of altmetrics and Altmetric tools, she has given several presentations to research colleagues and students. She also commented, however, that it would be useful to increase the coverage of paper mentions in policy documents released by government organisations, and that the search function could be improved for viewing this type of attention.
Professor Moffitt also recognises potential uses of altmetrics for undergraduate students. The data could be used as a teaching resource, to enable her students discover useful papers to read using altmetrics as a filter. She plans to set tasks such as searching for specific keywords around the subjects they are studying in the Altmetric platform, and encouraging students to create their own secondary reading lists from the articles they find. She explained this process of hands-on learning would enhance student motivation.

DISCUSSION

FUNDER REPORTING

Our case studies provide evidence of altmetrics and Altmetric for Institutions in use at various institutional levels and across professions. We see examples of how altmetrics can provide a more complete indicator of impact when used alongside existing forms of peer review and traditional bibliometric analysis. A recurring example uncovered during our study was using the tool to report to funders – an application discussed by all interviewees. Gathering evidence for funders is clearly a prevalent activity within institutions and creates a driver to improve existing systems and processes in order to report efficiently. Processes to gather, report and normalise this data are of institutional significance as funders begin to consider metrics beyond traditional citations as a means of understanding research engagement.

EXTENDING EXISTING SERVICES

By conducting multiple case studies, we found that institutional-level altmetrics platforms can benefit a variety of university departments and enable professional teams to augment current services. Librarians can use the data to extend existing bibliometrics support, particularly when helping faculty compare and promote the impact of research from different departments. Faculty, staff and students can filter the data down to a more individual level, and monitor the attention for specific publications. Research offices can use altmetrics to understand research engagement, report to funders, improve benchmarking activities and promote opportunities to find collaborators.

At the University of Cambridge and the University of Manchester, we saw how altmetrics are embedded as part of the bibliometrics offering and the funder reporting support offered by each team respectively. Both institutions conduct world-class research, and it is in part the innovative approach taken by support services to adapt, which enables the institutions to draw upon and showcase the rich underlying altmetrics data surrounding their scholarly content. Furthermore, Duke University receives the most research funding of the institutions studied, standing at over $1 billion per year. This brings Professor Moffitt’s motivation to report efficiently to funders and researcher into focus, exemplifying the need to access altmetrics data in flexible, aggregated and visualised formats.

SHOWCASING RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT

An additional core use case we found in the study was use of the tool to enable institutions to showcase engagement with research across a range of non-traditional sources. This includes both academic circles via metrics aggregated from sources such as Mendeley, and in broader society – for example in news sources, policy documents or social media. We also uncovered further use cases: Professor Moffitt’s description of embedding altmetrics data in teaching activities illustrates how students can make use of Altmetric for Institutions to contribute to curate data-driven reading lists within their assigned learning syllabus. The studies also demonstrate that altmetrics can provide immediate and relevant data to illustrate broader attention to research. This was evidenced in the University of Cambridge journal article, with hundreds of tracked mentions only four months after publication.

The University of Manchester’s approach to assessing research performance and engagement using key performance indicators also poses a potential new use case, by opening the opportunity to use qualitative altmetrics data to enhance this type of internal assessment. With the Manchester Research Services team running Altmetric for Institutions reports for departments, and using the data to inform collection development, this helps the library to answer questions and inform purchasing decisions. In addition, an interesting use case identified was using the data to identify popular papers to convert to open access in the institutional repository. The tool also helps Academic Engagement Librarians demonstrate the value of conducting research outreach work to departments, thus expanding the library academic liaison service, integral to building relationships with researchers and promoting library support.

FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research should investigate the way in which altmetrics are being applied in higher education institutions more broadly and across a number of tools. It would be valuable to conduct case studies with smaller institutions, for example with a humanities and social science focus to explore the ways in which altmetrics data and tools can be applied to uncover online attention to non-STEM research outputs. In addition, it would be beneficial to illustrate use cases from additional professional teams in higher education institutions such as communications offices, knowledge exchange staff and alumni teams. In terms of the researcher perspective, it is also important to understand the different applications of altmetrics data and tools at the various career stages and disciplines. Furthermore, it would be useful to see the tangible outcomes of using altmetrics data at an institutional level in order to measure demonstrable improvements for institutional benchmarking, researcher funding applications and the success of library research support services.
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